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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

Plaintiffs, State of Kansas and the Board of County Commissioners of the 

County of Cherokee, Kansas (hereafter collectively referred to as the State), alleged 

jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (federal question), 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706 

(Administrative Procedure Act), and 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201-2202 (Declaratory Judgment 

Act). Appellants’ Appendix (“Aplt. App.”) at 26. As explained in the Argument 

Section below, the district court correctly held that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction 

because there is no waiver of sovereign immunity allowing the State to bring its claims 

against Federal Defendants. The district court entered final judgment on December 

18, 2015. Aplt. App. 605-606. The State timely filed a notice of appeal on January 13, 

2016. Aplt. App. 607; Fed. R. Aplt. App. P. 4(a)(1)(B). This Court’s jurisdiction rests 

on 28 U.S.C. § 1291. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

The State seeks review of a letter from the Acting General Counsel of the 

National Indian Gaming Commission (“NIGC”) addressed to counsel for the 

Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma (“Quapaw”), in which the Acting General Counsel 

opines that land located in Kansas and held in trust for Quapaw is eligible for gaming 

under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”), 25 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2720. The 

question on appeal is whether the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is 

reviewable final agency action under IGRA or the Administrative Procedure Act 

(“APA”), 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706.  
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The State appeals from the dismissal of claims against Federal Defendants 

alleging that a letter signed by NIGC’s Acting General Counsel opining on the 

eligibility for gaming of land in Kansas held in trust for Quapaw is arbitrary and 

capricious and erroneous as a matter of law. The district court held that the Acting 

General Counsel’s letter is not reviewable final agency action of the NIGC and 

therefore the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction. Aplt. App. 578-589, 592.  

A. Statutory Background 

In 1988, Congress enacted IGRA, 25 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2720, “to provide a 

statutory basis for the operation of gaming by Indian tribes as a means of promoting 

tribal economic development, self-sufficiency, and strong tribal governments.” 25 

U.S.C. § 2702(1); see also Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmty, 134 S. Ct. 2024, 2043 (2014) 

(Sotomayer, J., concurring) (noting the importance of tribal gaming operations to 

“core governmental functions” in light of “the insuperable (and often state-imposed) 

barriers Tribes face in raising revenue through more traditional means”). Under 

IGRA, federally recognized tribes may conduct gaming on “Indian lands,” which are 

defined either as lands within an Indian reservation, 25 U.S.C. § 2703(4)(A), or as 

lands held in trust or subject to a restriction against alienation and over which a tribe 

exercises government power, 25 U.S.C. § 2703(4)(B).  

However, IGRA generally prohibits tribal gaming on lands acquired in trust 

“after October 17, 1988,” 25 U.S.C. § 2719(a), unless the acquisition falls within the 
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scope of one of the exceptions listed in 25 U.S.C. §§ 2719(a)-(b). Relevant here is the 

“last recognized reservation exception,” which applies when “the Indian tribe has no 

reservation on October 17, 1998,” and the 

[trust] lands are located in a State other than Oklahoma and are within 
the Indian tribe’s last recognized reservation within the State or States 
within which such Indian tribe is presently located. 

25 U.S.C. § 2719(a)(2)(B). 

On May 20, 2008, the Department of the Interior (“Interior”) promulgated a 

final rule articulating standards that Interior “will follow in interpreting the various 

exceptions” in 25 U.S.C. § 2719 to IGRA’s general prohibition on gaming on lands 

acquired after October 17, 1988. See 73 Fed. Reg. 29,354-380, 29,354 (“Gaming on 

Trust Lands Acquired After October 17, 1988”). In relevant part, the regulations 

provide that if a tribe had no reservation on October 17, 1988, newly-acquired Indian 

lands must be  

Located in a State other than Oklahoma and within the tribe’s last 
recognized reservation within the State or States within which the tribe is 
presently located, as evidenced by the tribe’s governmental presence and 
tribal population. 

25 C.F.R. § 292.4. 

IGRA established the NIGC and set out a comprehensive framework for the 

regulation of gaming on Indian lands. The Commission consists of three members 

and has specified regulatory authority related to gaming on Indian lands. See 25 U.S.C. 

§§ 2704-2708, 2710-2713, 2715-2717. Under IGRA, gaming is divided into three 
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classes, each subject to differing levels of state, tribal, and federal regulation. See, e.g., 

25 U.S.C. §§ 2703(6)-(8), 2710. Class I consists of social games with prizes of minimal 

value and traditional Indian games that are part of tribal ceremonies or celebrations. Id 

§ 2703(6). Indian tribes are granted exclusive authority to regulate these activities. Id.  

§ 2710(a)(1). Class II gaming includes bingo and some card games (provided 

conditions for the card games are met). See 25 U.S.C. § 2703(7). Tribes may conduct 

class II gaming in any state that “permits such gaming for any purpose by any person, 

organization or entity,” so long as the particular gaming activity “is not otherwise 

specifically prohibited on Indian lands by Federal law.” Id. § 2710(b)(1)(A). Class II 

gaming is subject to tribal regulation, as well as subject to provisions of IGRA that 

provide some degree of federal oversight by NIGC. See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(a)(2) &(b). 

Class III gaming is any form of gaming that is not class I or class II. 25 U.S.C.  

§ 2703(8). Class III gaming includes slot machines, casino games, sports betting, and 

pari-mutuel wagering. 25 C.F.R. § 502.4. Class III gaming activities on Indian lands 

are lawful only if they are located in a State that “permits such gaming for any purpose 

by any person, organization, or entity” (25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(1)(B)); and the gaming on 

Indian lands is conducted in conformance with a Tribal-State compact (25 U.S.C.  

§ 2710(d)(1)(C)). 

To conduct class II or class III gaming, a Tribe must have a tribal gaming 

ordinance approved by NIGC pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710(b) or 2710(d), 

respectively. Management contracts between a Tribe and another person or entity to 
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manage and operate class II or class III gaming must also be approved by NIGC. See 

25 U.S.C. § 2711. (Section 2712 provides for review and approval or modification of 

ordinances and management contracts in existence when IGRA was enacted.) Section 

2713 authorizes NIGC to take enforcement action, including civil penalties and 

closures for class II or class III gaming conducted in violation of the Act, 

implementing regulations, or an approved tribal gaming ordinance. IGRA provides 

that “[d]ecisions made by the Commission pursuant to sections 2710, 2711, 2712, and 

2713 of this title shall be final agency decisions for purposes of appeal to the 

appropriate Federal district court pursuant to chapter 7 of Title 5.” 25 U.S.C. § 2714. 

B. Factual Background 

The Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma is a federally recognized Indian tribe. Aplt. 

App. 569. In 1833, Quapaw entered into a treaty with the United States pursuant to 

which it was removed from its original territory in Arkansas and relocated to a 

reservation located in what later became Oklahoma and Kansas. Aplt. App. 93, 569. 

The Quapaw reservation encompassed 150 sections of land, the majority of which 

were located in Oklahoma. Id. The Kansas portion, known as the “Quapaw Strip,” 

consisted of approximately 12 full sections of land and 6 partial sections of land. Aplt. 

App. 94. The Quapaw Strip was approximately one-half mile in width from north to 

south and abutted what later became the border between Oklahoma and Kansas. 

Aplt. App. 94-95, 569. In 1867, Quapaw ceded the Kansas portion of the reservation, 

except for a small tract set aside for a Quapaw member (and also ceded a substantial 
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area in the Oklahoma portion of the reservation). Aplt. App. 95. Notwithstanding the 

1867 cession of Kansas land, substantial numbers of individual tribal members still 

live in Kansas, including within Cherokee County. Aplt. App. 106.  

In 1895, the United States dissolved the remainder of the Quapaw reservation 

in Oklahoma and allotted Quapaw’s Oklahoma land to individual tribal members. 

Aplt. App. 569; 53d Cong. ch. 188, 28 Stat. 876, 907 (1895). Years later, Quapaw 

purchased land in Oklahoma, located along the Oklahoma-Kansas border and within 

the historic boundaries of the Quapaw’s reservation. Aplt. App. 569. The acquired 

Oklahoma lands were taken into trust. Aplt. App. 569.  

In 2006 and 2007, Quapaw acquired land parcels in Cherokee County, Kansas 

along the Oklahoma-Kansas border. Aplt. App. 93. These lands were subsequently 

taken into trust by the Department of the Interior in June 2012. Aplt. App. 94-95, 

571. Decisions to take land into trust can be judicially challenged after exhausting an 

administrative appeals process (and provided the challenger has standing and meets 

other jurisdictional prerequisites). Neither the State of Kansas nor the Board of 

Commissioners for Cherokee County exhausted an administrative appeal process to 

challenge Interior’s decision to take the Kansas land into trust for Quapaw.  

Approximately 100.42 acres of the Kansas trust lands (located in Section 13, 

Township 35 South, Range 25 in Cherokee County) are within the boundaries of 

Quapaw’s former reservation in Kansas. Aplt. App. 94. These lands have been used, 

inter alia, as a parking lot and support area for Quapaw’s adjacent Downstream Casino 
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property, which is located on tribal trust lands directly across the border in Oklahoma. 

Aplt. App. 93, 569. (The Downstream Casino began operations in 2008). 

As explained on the NIGC’s website, in response to requests, the NIGC’s 

Office of General Counsel from time to time gives its legal opinion on various 

matters. See Helpful Hints for Submitting Requests for a Legal Opinion to the NIGC Office of 

General Counsel, 1 (Dec. 2013), available at 

http://www.nigc.gov/images/uploads/game-

opinions/SubmittingRequestforLegalOpinionDec112013.pdf (last visited July 28, 

2016). These legal opinions are “issued as a courtesy.” Id. Neither IGRA nor 

implementing regulations require the Office of General Counsel to issue legal 

opinions and “the legal opinion of the General Counsel is not agency action.” Id.  

In May 2013, Quapaw’s attorney requested a legal opinion as to whether the 

Kansas trust land in Section 13 is eligible for gaming under the last recognized 

reservation provision of IGRA, 25 U.S.C § 2719(a)(2)(B), as interpreted by 

Department of the Interior regulations. Aplt. App. 93. In response, on November 21, 

2014, the Acting General Counsel for the NIGC sent a letter to Quapaw’s counsel, 

opining that the Kansas trust land in Section 13 is eligible for gaming because (a) the 

land is “Indian lands” under IGRA; and (b) the land qualifies for the “last recognized 

reservation” exception in IGRA section 2719(a)(2)(B) because (i) Quapaw had no 

reservation as of October 17, 1988; (ii) the land is within Quapaw’s last recognized 

reservation; (iii) the land is located in a state other than Oklahoma; and (iv) Quapaw is 
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presently located in Kansas given its governmental presence and tribal population. 

Aplt. App. 96-107. The letter states that “[t]his legal opinion does not constitute final 

agency action for purposes of review in federal court.” Aplt. App. 107. 

C. Procedural Background 

The State filed a complaint on March 9, 2015, and an amended complaint on 

April 22, 2015. The four-count amended complaint alleged claims against Quapaw 

tribal officials, the NIGC, Interior, and federal officials in the NIGC and Interior. 

Aplt. App. 9, 20, 24-25; see Br. 11 n.5 (listing Federal Defendants). Count Two of the 

State’s amended complaint alleged that the analysis in the Acting General Counsel’s 

letter is arbitrary and capricious and erroneous as a matter of law. Aplt. App. 33-34. 

Count Three alleged that Interior’s regulation pertaining to the last reservation 

exception, 25 C.F.R. § 292.4(b)(2), is arbitrary and capricious and in excess of 

Interior’s authority. Aplt. App. 15-16. 1 

On May 26, 2015, Federal Defendants filed a motion to dismiss pursuant to 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) and 12(b)(6). Aplt. App. 223. The district court granted the 

motion for reasons explained in a December 18, 2015, opinion (Aplt. App. 567-604). 

With respect to Count Two, the district court held that the Acting General Counsel’s 
                                                 
1 Count One of the amended complaint alleged a claim against tribal officials. Aplt. 
App. 32-33. The district court dismissed this claim for lack of jurisdiction (Aplt. App. 
593-605) and the State does not appeal the judgment in favor of tribal officials (Br. 
11-12 n.6). Count Four of the amended complaint sought preliminary and permanent 
injunctive relief. Aplt. App. 17. The district court dismissed this claim as moot. Aplt. 
App. 603. 
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opinion letter was not a final NIGC action and therefore neither IGRA nor the APA 

waived the government’s sovereign immunity. Aplt. App. 589. Accordingly, the 

district court concluded, it did not have subject matter jurisdiction to review the letter. 

Aplt. App. 589.  

With respect to Count Three, the court held that the State’s facial challenge to 

25 C.F.R. § 292.4 was barred by the six-year statute of limitations in 28 U.S.C.  

§ 2401(a). Aplt. App. 591, 593. The court further concluded that the State did not 

assert a viable as-applied challenge to the regulation given that the Acting General 

Counsel’s opinion letter was not final agency action. Aplt. App. 592. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The district court correctly held that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction over 

the claims against Federal Defendants because there is no waiver of sovereign 

immunity allowing the State to challenge the Acting General Counsel’s opinion that 

Quapaw’s Kansas trust land is eligible for gaming. The Acting General Counsel’s 

opinion letter is not a final decision of the NIGC under IGRA section 2714. And 

from the definition of final agency action in IGRA section 2714, the statutory scheme 

(which authorizes, inter alia, the Commission (and not NIGC employees) to make final 

agency decisions), and legislative history, it can be inferred that IGRA precludes 

judicial review of the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter.  

Even if the list of reviewable final agency decisions in IGRA section 2714 is 

not deemed exhaustive, the State’s claims still fail because the Acting General 
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Counsel’s opinion letter is not reviewable final agency action under the APA. The 

Acting General Counsel’s opinion is a not an action by NIGC and does not conclude 

the agency’s decision-making process. The General Counsel does not have authority 

to make a final NIGC decision as to the eligibility of land for gaming. The opinion 

letter is advisory and does not bind the NIGC. The Acting General Counsel’s opinion 

does not determine rights or obligations, nor is it one from which legal consequences 

flow. Quapaw’s filing of a lawsuit against the State seeking to compel the State to 

negotiate a Tribal-State compact is not, as the State suggests, a legal consequence of 

the opinion letter. The statute, not the opinion letter, imposes an obligation on the 

State to negotiate in good faith with Quapaw about a gaming compact. Besides, 

Quapaw’s lawsuit was promptly dismissed when the State asserted its sovereign 

immunity. The opinion letter does not change the legal regime. The State’s (and 

Quapaw’s) rights and obligations remain the same as before the opinion letter was 

sent, and remain the same as if no letter had issued.  

The substantial weight of judicial authority supports the conclusion that the 

Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is not reviewable final agency action. The 

only outlier is an unpublished district court opinion that is factually distinguishable 

and contrary to the reasoning in other cases. 
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ARGUMENT 

The District Court Lacked Subject Matter Jurisdiction Because the 
Acting General Counsel’s Letter Is Not Reviewable Final Agency Action 

“‘Absent a waiver, sovereign immunity shields the Federal Government and its 

agencies from suit.’” Dep’t of Army v. Blue Fox, Inc., 525 U.S. 255, 260 (1999) (quoting 

FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 475 (1994)). A federal court “lack[s] subject matter 

jurisdiction over a claim against the United States for which sovereign immunity has 

not been waived. Iowa Tribe of Kan. & Neb. v. Salazar, 607 F.3d 1225, 1232(10th Cir. 

2010). There is no waiver of sovereign immunity under IGRA or the APA for the 

State’s claims seeking review of the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter. The 

letter is not a final agency decision by the Commission that IGRA provides is subject 

to judicial review, 25 U.S.C. § 2714. Nor is the opinion letter a final agency action 

under the APA, see 5 U.S.C. § 704. The district court thus properly dismissed the 

State’s claim for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. 

A. Standard of Review 

Whether federal conduct constitutes reviewable final agency action is a legal 

question subject to de novo review by this Court. Colorado Farm Bureau Fed’n v. United 

States Forest Service, 220 F.3d 1171, 1173 (10th Cir. 2000). 
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B. IGRA precludes APA review of the Acting General Counsel’s 
opinion letter because it is not a final agency decision made by the 
Commission under IGRA sections 2710-2713 

1. IGRA defines final agency decisions of the Commission 
reviewable under the APA and an opinion of the Acting 
General Counsel is not one of the enumerated reviewable 
decisions 

The APA does not create an independent basis of jurisdiction. California v. 

Sanders, 430 U.S. 99, 105-07 (1977). Rather, it confers a general cause of action upon 

persons “adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a 

relevant statute,” 5 U.S.C. § 702. But that cause of action is limited to the extent that a 

relevant statute “preclude[s] judicial review,” 5 U.S.C. § 701(a)(1). The relevant statute 

here, IGRA enumerates four categories of actions that are “final agency actions” 

reviewable under the APA: 

Decisions made by the Commission pursuant to sections 2710, 2711, 
2712, and 2713 of this title shall be final agency decisions for purposes 
of appeal to the appropriate Federal district court pursuant to chapter 7 
of title 5. 

25 U.S.C. § 2714; see also 25 U.S.C. § 2713(c) (“A decision of the Commission to give 

final approval of a fine levied by the Chairman or to order a permanent closure 

pursuant to this section shall be appealable to the appropriate Federal district court 

pursuant to chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.”). Reviewable final agency 

decisions include decisions “made by the Commission” on tribal gaming ordinances, 

25 U.S.C. § 2710; on management contracts, 25 U.S.C. § 2711; on existing ordinances 

and contracts, 25 U.S.C. § 2712; and on civil penalties or closures, 25 U.S.C. § 2713. 
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Each of the enumerated actions requires a decision issued by the full Commission –

rather than, for instance, an advisory letter from an employee of the Commission, 

such as the Acting General Counsel – and each decision has an attendant 

administrative process which results in the reviewable final decision. 25 C.F.R. Pts. 

522, 533, 573, 575, 580-585. 

 The statutory text specifying which NIGC actions are final agency decisions 

for the purposes of APA review results in the “implied corollary . . . that other agency 

actions are not final, and ergo, not reviewable.” Cheyenne-Arapaho Gaming Comm’n v. 

Nat’l Indian Gaming Comm’n, 214 F. Supp.2d 1155, 1171 (N.D. Okla. 2002); see also 

Tamiami Partners v. Miccosukee Tribe of Indians, 63 F.3d 1030, 1049 (11th Cir. 1995)(“In 

the face of these express rights of action [in 25 U.S.C. § 2714], we adhere to ‘[a] 

frequently stated principle of statutory construction[:]  when legislation expressly 

provides a particular remedy or remedies, courts should not expand the coverage of 

the statute to subsume other remedies.’”) (quoting Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp. v. Nat’l 

Assoc. of R.R. Passengers, 414 U.S. 453, 458 (1974)); In re Sac & Fox Tribe of the Mississippi 

in Iowa, 340 F.3d 749, 756-57 (8th Cir. 2003) (IGRA precludes review of temporary 

closure order). This conclusion is further reinforced by IGRA’s statutory scheme 

because sections 2710 to 2713 confer on the NIGC authority to take specified actions 

related to regulation of gaming on Indian lands (e.g., approval and disapproval of 
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ordinances and management contracts, and enforcement action).2 Section 2719 does 

not mention the NIGC, and the NIGC’s authority related to section 2719(a)’s 

prohibition on gaming on Indian lands acquired by the Secretary in trust for the 

benefit of an Indian tribe after October 17, 1988, and exceptions thereto, is exercised 

through actions taken under sections 2710 to 2713. 

In Oklahoma v. Hobia, 775 F.3d 1204 (10th Cir. 2014), this Court held that a 

letter issued by the NIGC Chairwoman (adopting a General Counsel’s opinion letter) 

determining that a tribe lacked jurisdiction to conduct gaming on particular property 

did not moot the State’s claim alleging that the property was ineligible for gaming 

because  

the letter did not constitute ‘final agency action’ under IGRA. See 25 
U.S.C. § 2714 (defining what constitutes ‘final agency action’ under 
IGRA). 

Id. at 1210. The Court noted that the letter did not involve an approval of any 

proposed tribal ordinance or resolution authorizing gaming or a tribal-state gaming 

compact under § 2710, nor concern the Chairwoman’s authority under 25 U.S.C.  

§ 2711 or § 2712. Id. at 1210 n.1.  

                                                 
2 While other provisions of the Act confer investigative and administrative powers on 
the NIGC or its Chairman, these types of activities are ordinarily not judicially 
reviewable under the APA. See, e.g., 25 U.S.C. § 2706 (approve budget and establish 
fees); id. § 2707 (staffing); id. § 2708 (access to information of other federal agencies); 
id. § 2716 (authority to issue subpoenas and take depositions). 
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The State asserts (Br. 22-24) that the Hobia language quoted above is dictum and 

that the district court therefore erred by relying on it. To the contrary, this language 

provides the rationale for the Court’s conclusion that the case was not moot. 

Although the Court also explained that the letter anticipated the possibility of future 

agency action under 25 U.S.C. § 2713, that additional explanation does not, as the 

State suggests (Br. 23), mean that the Court’s reliance on § 2714 to hold that the letter 

did not constitute final agency action is dictum. And even if the reference to § 2714 in 

Hobia were dictum, the district court could properly give weight to it. See Dedham Water 

Co., Inc. v. Cumberland Farms Dairy, Inc., 972 F.2d 453, 459 (1st Cir. 1992) (“courts often, 

quite properly, give considerable weight to dictum”); cf. Gaylor v. U.S., 74 F.3d 214, 

217 (10th Cir.1996) (“this court considers itself bound by Supreme Court dicta almost 

as firmly as by the Court’s outright holdings”). 

 The State also suggests that Hobia has no bearing in this instance because the 

Chairwoman’s letter in Hobia was tentative and in Hobia there was potential for future 

agency enforcement action under § 2713 whereas here, the State asserts, the NIGC 

“squarely concluded” that the Kansas land is eligible for gaming. Br. 23 n.7. Contrary 

to the State’s assertion, the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is not an action or 

decision by the NIGC. See infra Section C.1 The Commission reached no conclusion 

as to the eligibility of the Quapaw Strip for gaming. Id. As the district court correctly 

observed, here there is potential for future enforcement action, as there was in Hobia, 

because the Chairman could disagree with the Acting General Counsel’s opinion and 
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decide to temporarily close a gaming facility on the property should such a facility be 

constructed and gaming occur. See Aplt. App. 581; 25 U.S.C. § 2713(b)(1). “And, as in 

Hobia such an order would not become final agency action until the NIGC conducts a 

hearing and decides whether to close the facility permanently or dissolve the 

Chairman’s temporary order.” Aplt. App. 681; see also Hobia, 775 F.3d at 1210; 25 

U.S.C. § 2713(b)(2). 

In district court, the State suggested that Hobia was inapposite because the 

letter there concluded that lands were ineligible for gaming whereas here the Acting 

General Counsel’s letter opined that lands were eligible for gaming. But finality for 

judicial review purposes does not turn on whether a letter opines that a particular land 

is eligible or ineligible for gaming. Rather, the key is whether the Commission itself 

took one of the actions subject to judicial review under 25 U.S.C. § 2714, which did 

not occur here or in Hobia.  

In light of Hobia, the State’s reliance (Br. 22) on Amador County v. Salazar, 640 

F.3d 373, 381 (D.C. Cir. 2011), is misplaced. Amador did not challenge any decision or 

agency action by the NIGC. Rather, in Amador, the County sought to challenge the 

Secretary of the Interior’s inaction on a request to approve a Tribal-State compact – 

which under 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(8)(C) had the effect of approving the compact by 

operation of law. 640 F.3d at 375. The district court held that compact approval by 

Secretarial inaction is unreviewable because it is a decision “‘committed to agency 

discretion.’” Id. at 380 (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 701(a)(2)). The court of appeals reversed, 
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holding that approval of a compact by Secretarial inaction is not a matter committed 

to agency discretion because a statutory caveat that a compact would be deemed 

approved “only to the extent that the compact is consistent with the provisions of” 

IGRA (25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(8)(C)) “invite[d] judicial review by setting out a clear 

standard for reviewing courts to apply,” id. at 380. The court also reasoned that the 

Secretary was obligated to disapprove a compact if certain requirements were 

unsatisfied. Id. at 381. In the context of this ruling, the court noted that the “Secretary 

claims to draw support” from IGRA §§ 2710(d)(7)(A) and 2714 for his contention 

that approval by inaction is committed to agency discretion. Id. at 381. The court 

responded by stating that “the existence of a judicial review provision covering certain 

actions under a statute does not preclude judicial review of other actions under the 

same statute.” Id. at 381. If Hobia’s reliance on § 2714 to conclude that an advisory 

letter is not final agency action is treated as dictum, then this sentence in Amador must 

be dictum as well because it is tangential and unessential to the holding in Amador that 

the approval of a compact by Secretarial inaction is not a matter committed to agency 

discretion. Moreover, Amador did not involve a claim against NIGC and therefore 

does not speak to the narrower question presented here of whether IGRA § 2714 

defines the final agency actions by the Commission that are reviewable under the 

APA. 
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2. The legislative history of IGRA reinforces the conclusion 
that the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is not 
reviewable final agency action 

In district court, the State argued that legislative history “indicates the opinion 

letter is eligible to be a final agency action.” Aplt. App. 403. The district court rejected 

the State’s argument, explaining that it was not proper to examine IGRA’s legislative 

history because the statutory language was clear. Aplt. App. 583. Besides, the court 

found, “the legislative history does not support the proposition that an OGC [Office 

of General Counsel] advisory opinion is final agency action subject to judicial review.” 

Aplt. App. 583. On appeal, the State asserts that the legislative history “sends 

conflicting signals of congressional intent” and suggests that the district court’s 

conclusions respecting the legislative history are therefore erroneous. Br. 25. 

To the contrary, the district court correctly concluded that the Senate Report 

cited by the State (Br. 25) does not support the State’s position that the Acting 

General Counsel’s opinion letter is reviewable final agency action. Aplt. App. 583. The 

States relies on a sentence under the “Highlights” heading in the Senate Report, 

stating that “[a]ll decisions of the Commission are final agency decisions for purposes 

of appeal to Federal district court.” S. Rep. No. 100-446, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. 8, 

reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3071, 3078. But the Senate Report, under the “Section 

by Section Analysis” heading, clarifies that the Act “[p]rovides that certain 

Commission decisions will be final agency decisions for purposes of court review.”  
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S. Rep. No. 100-446 at 20; 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3090. In any event, regardless of 

whether Congress intended for “all” decisions of the Commission to be reviewable 

final agency action or only “certain” Commission decisions to be reviewable final 

agency action, the legislative history only indicates that “decisions of the 

Commission” are reviewable agency action. An advisory opinion letter from the 

General Counsel is not a “decision[] of the Commission,” 25 U.S.C. § 2714. See also 

infra at Section C.1; U.S. ex rel. Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe v. President R.C.-St. Regis 

Management Co., 451 F.3d 44, 49 n. 4 (2d Cir. 2006) (“§ 2714 specifies that a decision 

by the Commission” may be judicially reviewable; the Acting General Counsel’s opinion 

letter is merely advisory and does not constitute a final agency decision) (emphasis in 

original). In sum, the district court correctly observed that the legislative history does 

not support the State’s position. Rather, the legislative history supports the conclusion 

that IGRA defines the final agency actions of the NIGC that may be judicially 

reviewed and the advisory letter from the Acting General Counsel is not one of those 

decisions. 

The State also criticizes (Br. 25-26) the district court for citing a determination 

in Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Ashcroft, 360 F. Supp.2d 64 

(D.D.C. 2004), that “‘the legislative history of the [IGRA] reflects an intent to limit 

judicial review only to certain agency decisions, thereby overcoming the APA’s 

presumption of judicial review.’” Aplt. App. 588-89, quoting Lac Vieux Desert Band, 

360 F. Supp. 2d at 67. The State asserts that Lac Vieux is no longer good law on this 
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point in light of Amador County, 640 F.3d at 381. But, as explained above, the passage 

in Amador on which the State relies is dictum and Amador did not address whether 

section 2714 precludes review of other NIGC actions or whether an opinion letter 

from the NIGC’s General Counsel is reviewable final agency action. Notably, 

subsequent to Amador County, the District Court for the District of Columbia cited 25 

U.S.C. § 2714 and Lac Vieux Desert Band in holding that “[j]udicial review of the 

NIGC’s decisions is restricted to final decisions under 25 U.S.C. §§ 2710–13.” 

Neighbors of Casino San Pablo v. Salazar, 773 F. Supp.2d 141, 150 (D.D.C. 2011).  

Furthermore, the district court relied more heavily on Cheyenne-Arapaho Gaming 

Comm’n, than on Lac Vieux Desert Band. Aplt. App. 583 (quoting two paragraphs from 

Cheyenne-Arapaho, 214 F. Supp.2d at 1171-72). Cheyenne-Arapaho Gaming Comm’n 

correctly held that the language of IGRA and the legislative history indicate that 

Congress intended that there be a decision by the Commission pursuant to certain 

sections of IGRA as a prerequisite for judicial review and that an advisory opinion 

letter from the NIGC’s General Counsel office does not rise to the level of a decision 

from the Commission. Id. 

3. Contrary to the State’s assertion, a Department of the 
Interior regulation, 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(a), does not assume 
that NIGC actions under 25 U.S.C. § 2719 are reviewable 
final agency actions 

The State argues (Br. 26-27) that Interior regulations promulgated in May 2008 

addressing gaming on lands acquired after October 17, 1988, belie the district court’s 
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holding, and the NIGC’s position, that section 2714 precludes judicial review of the 

NIGC Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter. The State asserts (Br. 26) that the so-

called “grandfather clause,” 25 U.S.C. § 292.26, assumes that agency actions beyond 

those enumerated in section 2714 are reviewable by stating that the 2008 regulations 

“do not alter final agency actions made pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 2719 before the date of 

enactment of these regulations,” 25 U.S.C. § 292.26(a). The regulation further 

provides that the new regulations apply prospectively to final agency action taken after 

the effective date of the new regulations except that the new regulations  

shall not apply to applicable agency actions when, before the effective 
date of these [new] regulations, the Department or the National Indian 
Gaming Commission (NIGC) issued a written opinion regarding the 
applicability of 25 U.S.C. 2719 for land to be used for a particular 
gaming establishment, provided that the Department or the NIGC 
retains full discretion to qualify, withdraw, or modify such opinions. 

25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b). Contrary to the State’s suggestion, this regulation does not 

support its argument that the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is reviewable 

agency action. 

The purpose of § 292.26 is to clarify the effect of the new regulations on final 

agency decisions, pending applications, and legal opinions already issued. See 25 U.S.C. 

§ 292.26. The preamble to the new regulations explains that the Department and the 

NIGC have issued a number of legal opinions to address statutory ambiguities and to 

provide legal advice to decision-makers or to interested parties. “In some cases, the 

Department or the NIGC subsequently relied on the legal opinion to take some final 
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agency action.” 73 Fed. Reg. at 29,372. For these cases, § 292.26 makes clear that the 

new regulations will have no retroactive effect to alter any final agency decision made 

prior to the effective date of the new regulations. Id. The preamble further explains 

that in other cases Interior or the NIGC may have issued a legal opinion before the 

effective date of the new regulations, but no final agency action consistent with the 

opinion has yet been taken. For those instances the regulation allows, but does not 

require, the adoption of final agency actions consistent with the already-existing 

opinion. Id. The regulation specifically retains the Department’s or the NIGC’s ability 

to qualify, modify or withdraw a prior legal opinion. Id. Most importantly, the 

preamble states:  “[T]hese regulations do not alter the fact that the legal opinions are advisory in 

nature and thus do not legally bind the persons vested with the authority to make final agency 

decisions.” Id. (emphasis added). 

Thus, the regulation confirms that legal opinions are not reviewable final 

agency action. Opinions are merely advisory and are not decisions by persons with 

authority to make final agency decisions. Accordingly, the regulation undermines, 

rather than supports, the State’s contention that the Acting General Counsel’s legal 

opinion is a reviewable final agency action. 
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4. The State’s reliance on the Bowen presumption of 
reviewability of agency action is misplaced 

 Citing Bowen v. Michigan Acad. Of Family Physicians, 476 U.S. 667, 670 (1986), the 

State argues that the district court erred by failing to properly apply a presumption 

that agency actions are reviewable. Br. 19. The State’s argument is meritless.  

 To begin with the district court did not, as the State asserts (Br. 19), apply a 

presumption against judicial review. Rather, the court correctly explained that section 

2714 identifies which NIGC actions are final for purposes of judicial review, that an 

advisory opinion by the General Counsel is not one of those NIGC actions, and that 

“[c]onsistent with this omission, Tenth Circuit precedent suggests that opinions issued 

by the OGC [Office of General Counsel] do not amount to final agency action under 

the IGRA.” Aplt. App. 580, citing Hobia, 775 F.3d at 1210 and Miami Tribe of Okla. v. 

United States, 198 Fed. App’x 686, 690 (10th Cir. 2006) (unpublished opinion). 

Second, a presumption that Congress intends judicial review of administrative 

action does not help the State here because at a minimum, the presumption applies 

only when a claim is otherwise entirely permissible and viable as an APA claim. Bowen, 

for example, involved a challenge to promulgated regulations. Regulations are final 

agency actions under the APA. Stated differently, there is no presumption of judicial 

review of decisions that do not otherwise meet criteria for final agency action under 

the APA. See Transactive Corp. v. U.S., 91 F.3d 232, 236 (D.C. 1996) (legality of an 

agency action is presumptively subject to judicial review unless the action is not final); 
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Salt Institute v. Thompson, 345 F.Supp.2d 589, 601 (E.D. Va. 2004) (“there exists no final 

agency action, so the presumption of judicial review does not apply”). As explained 

below, here there is no “agency action” by the NIGC, much less “final” agency action 

within the meaning of the APA. See Cheyenne-Arapaho, 214 F. Supp. 2d at 1168 (NIGC 

actions are those taken by the Chairman or the Commission, not by the General 

Counsel); infra Section C. Bowen provides no support for a presumption that Congress 

intends judicial review of an opinion by an agency employee which meets neither the 

definition of final agency decision under IGRA § 2714 nor the criteria for final agency 

action under the APA. 

Third, the presumption that Congress intends judicial review of final agency 

action can be overcome, as Bowen itself acknowledges. See Bowen, 476 U.S. at 672-73. 

“Whether and to what extent a particular statute precludes judicial review is 

determined not only from its express language, but also from the structure of the 

statutory scheme, its objectives, its legislative history, and the nature of the 

administrative action involved.” Block v. Community Nutrition Institute, 467 U.S. 340, 345 

(1984); see also High Country Citizens Alliance v. Clarke, 454 F.3d 1177, 1182 (10th Cir. 

2006) (congressional intent to overcome the presumption may be inferred). Here, the 

language of the statute, statutory scheme, and legislative history, demonstrate 

congressional intent to confer on the Commission authority to make decisions 

specified in sections 2710-2713 and to limit judicial review of NIGC decisions to 

those made by the Commission pursuant to those sections. See, e.g., Cheyenne-Arapaho 
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Gaming Comm’n, 21 F. Supp. 2d at 1171 (examining IGRA in light of the Bowen 

presumption, and holding that “structure and scheme” of IGRA shows congressional 

intent to limit judicial review to the actions by the Commission listed in § 2714); In re 

Sac & Fox Tribe of Mississippi Iowa, 340 F.3d at 755-57 (holding that congressional 

intent to preclude APA review of the Chairman’s temporary closure order is fairly 

discernible from the statutory scheme). As explained in Section B.1 above, IGRA 

explicitly specifies which actions of NIGC are reviewable final agency decisions and 

the enumerated decisions correspond to the Commission’s decision-making authority 

under the Act. Moreover, as explained below, the Acting General Counsel does not 

have authority under IGRA to make final agency decisions as to the eligibility of land 

for gaming for the NIGC. See infra Section C 

These are among the many factors that distinguish this case from the Supreme 

Court’s recent decision in Army Corps of Engineers v. Hawkes Co., Inc., 136 S. Ct. 1807 

(2016), holding that an “approved” administrative “waters of the United States” 

determination under the Clean Water Act (known as an approved jurisdictional 

determination) is reviewable final agency action. In so holding, the Court rejected the 

Corps’ argument that even if the approved jurisdictional determination satisfied the 

Bennett test for identifying final agency action, under APA section 704, APA review 

was not available for the independent reason that Hawkes had other adequate judicial 

remedies, including review of a final permit decision. In the context of holding that 

post-permit review was an inadequate remedy, the Court disagreed with the Corps’ 
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contention that the Clean Water Act implicitly evidenced Congress’ view that the type 

of determination at issue would be reviewable only as part of a final permit 

determination. In so doing, the Court relied on the proposition that the “mere fact” 

that a permitting decision is definitely reviewable under the APA did not necessarily 

support, given statutory silence, the implication that other final agency actions are 

excluded from APA review. Id. at 1816. In Sackett v. EPA, 132 S. Ct. 1367, 

1373(2012), likewise dealing with the Clean Water Act, the Court confirmed that the 

APA’s presumption favoring judicial review of final agency action may be overcome 

by a statute’s terms and by inferences of intent drawn from the statutory scheme. Id. 

at 1373. Notably, in both Sackett and Hawkes, the party seeking judicial review was a 

regulated party and respectively the recipient of a compliance order (which “severely 

limited” the recipient’s ability to obtain a permit and which exposed the recipient to 

double penalties in a future enforcement proceeding), Sackett, 132 S. Ct. at 1371-72), 

or of an approved jurisdictional determination (which the Court found to be final 

agency action because of an EPA-Corps memorandum that made approved 

jurisdictional determinations binding on the Corps and EPA with respect to 

enforcement actions, at least as the Court interpreted the memorandum), Hawkes, 136 

S. Ct. at 1814.  

In sum, the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is not reviewable final 

agency action under IGRA and IGRA is properly interpreted to preclude APA review 

of it. But even if the list of reviewable final agency decisions in IGRA section 2714 is 
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not deemed exhaustive, at the very least, the definition of reviewable final agency 

decision in section 2714, the statutory provisions conferring decision-making 

authority on the Commission itself rather than NIGC employees (see infra at 29-30), 

the legislative scheme for NIGC approvals and enforcement (see supra at 4-5; infra at 

33-34), the legislative history (see supra at 18-20), and the advisory nature of an opinion 

letter from the NIGC General Counsel (see supra at 7, 22; infra at 35) substantially 

bolster the conclusion that the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter here is not a 

reviewable final agency action under the APA. As we now explain, particularly in light 

of IGRA, the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter does not meet criteria for final 

agency action reviewable under the APA. 

C. The Acting General Counsel’s letter is not final agency action 
under the APA 

Assuming for the sake of argument that IGRA’s list of final NIGC actions 

subject to judicial review under the APA is not exhaustive and that IGRA does not 

preclude APA claims challenging actions not listed in § 2714, the State’s claims still 

fail because the APA provides no waiver of sovereign immunity allowing judicial 

review of the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter. The APA provides a generic 

cause of action to “[a] person suffering legal wrong because of agency action ... or 

adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action.” 5 U.S.C. § 702 (emphasis added). 

Review under the APA is further limited to “final agency action for which there is no 

other adequate remedy in a court.” 5 U.S.C. § 704 (emphasis added). The APA defines 
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“agency action” as an “agency rule, order, license, sanction, relief, or the equivalent or 

denial thereof, or failure to act.” 5 U.S.C. § 551(13). As a general matter, two 

conditions must be satisfied for such agency action to be considered “final.” First, the 

agency action must “mark[] the consummation of the agency’s decisionmaking 

process” – “it must not be of a merely tentative or interlocutory nature.” Bennett v. 

Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 177-78 (1997). Second, the agency action must be one by which 

“‘rights or obligations have been determined,’ or from which ‘legal consequences will 

flow.’” Id. (quoting Port of Boston Marine Terminal Assn. v. Rederiaktiebolaget Transatlantic, 

400 U.S. 62, 71, 91 (1970)); see also Colorado Farm Bureau Federation v. U.S. Forest Service, 

220 F.3d 1171, 1173 (10th Cir. 2000).  

“Plaintiffs have the burden of identifying specific federal conduct and 

explaining how it is ‘final agency action’ within the meaning of section 551(13).” 

Colorado Farm Bureau, 220 F.3d at 1173. The State alleges that the Acting General 

Counsel’s opinion letter is reviewable final agency action under the APA. Contrary to 

the State’s contention, the opinion letter is not agency action, much less final agency 

action under the two-prong Bennett standard. 

1. The Acting General Counsel’s opinion is not agency action 
and does not mark the consummation of the agency’s 
decision-making process 

The Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is a staff member’s opinion issued 

to Quapaw, not a decision by the Commission. The opinion letter does not constitute 

a “rule, order, license, sanction, relief, or the equivalent or denial thereof” of the 
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NIGC. 5 U.S.C. § 551(13). Thus, the opinion letter is not an agency action by the 

NIGC. Moreover, “[a]n agency action is not final if it is only ‘the ruling of a 

subordinate official,’ or ‘tentative.’” Franklin v. Massachusetts, 505 U.S. 788, 797 (1992) 

(quoting Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 151 (1967)); see also Kobach v. U.S. 

Election Assistance Comm’n, 772 F.3d 1183, 1190 (10th Cir. 2014) (“[g]enerally, the 

decision of a subordinate is not final action”). The Acting General Counsel’s opinion 

letter is precisely that sort of non-final action. See Cheyenne-Arapaho Gaming Comm’n, 

214 F. Supp.2d at 1168 (NIGC actions are those taken by the Chairman or the 

Commission, not by the General Counsel); Lac Vieux Desert Band, 360 F. Supp.2d at 

68 (“the General Counsel is a staff member of the NIGC and his letter does not 

purport to create any law or bind the agency”); St. Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisc. v. 

Kempthorne, No. 07-cv-2210, 2008 WL 4449620, at *4 (D.D.C. Sept. 30, 2008) 

(unpublished opinion) (“a letter that merely advises the recipient of the agency’s 

position does not amount to a ‘consummation’ of the agency’s decision-making 

process”), aff’d on other grounds, 384 Fed. App’x 7 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (unpublished 

opinion) (affirming on ground that plaintiff lacked standing).  

The Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter cannot properly constitute agency 

action or conclude the agency’s decision-making process because the Acting General 

Counsel does not have the delegated authority to make final agency decisions as to the 

eligibility of land for gaming for the NIGC. The grant of power and authority to the 

NIGC by IGRA is limited to the NIGC Chairman and the full Commission. The Act 
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grants them certain enumerated regulatory powers. See, e.g., 25 U.S.C. § 2706 (granting 

specific powers to the Commission); 25 U.S.C. § 2705(a) (granting specific powers to 

the NIGC Chairman); 25 U.S.C. § 2706(b) (granting to the Chairman “such other 

powers as may be delegated by the Commission”); §§ 2710-2713 (specifying decisions 

the Chairman or full Commission is authorized to make). IGRA provides no authority 

to any other office of the agency. IGRA expressly provides for the position of 

General Counsel, 25 U.S.C. § 2707(a) (authorizing Chairman of the Commission to 

hire a General Counsel), and for the appointment and supervision of other staff by 

the Chairman, 25 U.S.C. §2707(b), but the Act grants no powers or authority to these 

positions. Nor has the Commission delegated any of its delegable powers to the 

General Counsel. Thus, the Acting General Counsel does not have the power to act in 

a way that would bind the agency. Cf. Air Brake Systems v. Mineta, 357 F.3d 632, 640 

(6th Cir. 2003) (General Counsel of the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration was not delegated authority to make final determinations of regulatory 

compliance and therefore letters from him stating that devices were noncompliant 

were not final agency action); Sabella v. United States, 863 F. Supp. 1, 5 (D.D.C. 

1994)(holding that an advisory letter of the General Counsel of the National Oceanic 

Atmospheric Administration is not final agency action, explaining that “[t]hough the 

General Counsel can probably provide a highly educated guess as to the decisions an 

agency will make, she is not a decision-maker at the highest level and therefore, her 

opinion does not create any law or bind the Administrator”); NGV Gaming, Ltd. v. 
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Upstream Point Molate, LLC, 355 F.Supp.2d 1061, 1065 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (“the advisory 

opinion of NIGC’s General Counsel that the lease provisions violate IGRA has no 

legal effect because it is not a final decision of the agency”). 

Citing Kobach v. U.S. Election Assistance Comm’n, 772 F.3d 1183, 1189-190 (10th 

Cir. 2014), the State asserts that the fact that Acting General Counsel issued the legal 

opinion, as opposed to the Commission itself or its Chairman, “does not change the 

opinion’s ‘final’ character” (Br. 30) and suggests that the mere issuance of the opinion 

letter by the Acting General Counsel in response to the Tribe’s request indicates that 

NIGC has delegated to the General Counsel authority to make final determinations 

respecting eligibility of lands for gaming on behalf of the NIGC (Br. 30-31). Not so. 

To begin with, Kobach is inapposite because it turned on unique circumstances that are 

wholly absent here. In Kobach, this Court recognized that the decision of a subordinate 

is generally not final action, but concluded that “under the unique circumstances of 

this case” a decision by the Executive Director of the Election Assistance 

Commission– which was issued pursuant to a subdelegation of decision-making 

authority in a written policy issued by the Commission – was final. Id. at 1189; see also 

id. at 1190-91. Furthermore, the district court in Kobach had previously “ordered the 

EAC [Election Assistance Commission] to issue a final agency action” on the matter 

and the resulting memorandum from the Executive Director of the Commission was 

expressly “denominated as final agency action.” Id. at 1188-89. Another “unique 

circumstance” in Kobach was that the Commission was quorum-less and thus an appeal 
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to the Commission from the Executive Director’s memorandum decision was 

impracticable. Id. at 1198.  

By contrast, here the State points to no written instrument that formally 

delegates to the General Counsel the authority to render final decisions for the NIGC. 

And the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter, as well as guidance on the NIGC’s 

website as to how to request a General Counsel legal opinion, make clear that an 

opinion from the Acting General Counsel’s office is a courtesy and not an action of 

the NIGC itself, much less a final agency action of the NIGC. See Aplt. App. 107; 

supra at 7. Furthermore, the General Counsel’s authority to respond to requests for an 

opinion as a courtesy does not equate to a delegation of authority to make the final 

determination on behalf of, or in lieu of, the Commission on issues raised in the 

request or discussed in the General Counsel’s courtesy response.  

Second, the State is wrong in suggesting (Br. 30) that a delegation to the 

General Counsel to make a final decision on behalf of NIGC respecting the eligibility 

of the Kansas land for gaming may be inferred because the Acting General Counsel’s 

opinion letter responded to a letter from Quapaw’s counsel (Aplt. App. 86) requesting 

that the NIGC issue a legal opinion. Quapaw cannot by the wording of its request 

letter force the Commission to take final action, nor can Quapaw’s letter elevate the 

content of the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter to a final action by NIGC. 

Furthermore, there is no basis for inferring that the Acting General Counsel had 

delegated authority to make a final decision for the Commission when his opinion 
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letter expressly states that it is not a final agency action. Aplt. App. 107. Regardless of 

the wording of Quapaw’s request letter, the fact remains that the NIGC, i.e., the 

Commission itself, did not issue a legal opinion nor take any final agency action 

adopting the Acting General Counsel’s opinion that the Quapaw strip land is eligible 

for gaming. 

Finally, the State asserts that the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter 

“satisfies the first Bennett prong because it is and will remain the NIGC’s definitive 

and only assessment of whether the Kansas land is eligible for gaming under IGRA.” 

Br. 29. To the contrary, the opinion letter is advisory and nonbinding on the NIGC, 

and therefore is not the NIGC’s definitive assessment. While the NIGC’s future 

involvement necessarily depends on whether and how Quapaw chooses to pursue 

gaming on its Kansas trust lands, there are a number of ways by which the NIGC may 

have occasion to assess the land’s eligibility for gaming. While Quapaw already has an 

NIGC-approved, non-site-specific tribal-gaming ordinance (Quapaw was required to 

have an approved ordinance to conduct gaming at its Downstream Casino in 

Oklahoma), Quapaw may choose to seek NIGC approval of a site-specific gaming 

ordinance3 regarding the Kansas land or to seek NIGC approval of a management 

                                                 
3 Site-specific gaming ordinances are ones in which tribes define “Indian land” as 
including a particular parcel of land. See, e.g., Citizens Against Casino Gambling in Erie Cty. 
v. Kempthorne, 471 F. Supp. 2d 295, 323-24 (W.D.N.Y. 2007), amended on reconsideration in 
part, No. 06-CV-0001S, 2007 WL 1200473 (W.D.N.Y. Apr. 20, 2007); N. Cnty. Cmty. 
Alliance, Inc. v. Salazar, 573 F.3d 738 (9th Cir. 2009). 

Cont. 
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contract of a gaming operation, or part thereof, on such land.4 The land’s eligibility 

for gaming would be considered within such approval processes and the disapproval 

of the ordinance, as well as the approval or disapproval of the management contract, 

may be appealed to the full Commission for final agency action. See 25 C.F.R. Pts. 582 

& 583. Moreover, before initiating gaming on the Kansas parcel, Quapaw must 

submit a facility license to the NIGC. See 25 C.F.R. Pt. 559. The purpose of such 

submission “is to ensure that each place, facility, or location where class II or III 

gaming will occur is located on Indian lands eligible for gaming.” 25 C.F.R. § 559.1. 

Finally, if class II or class III gaming occurs on the parcel and if the NIGC Chairman 

concludes that the land qualifies as Indian land that is ineligible for gaming, he may 

bring an enforcement action against Quapaw, including a proposed civil fine and/or 

temporary closure order. 25 U.S.C. § 2713(a)(1) & (b)(1). Enforcement actions by the 

Chairman may be appealed to the full Commission. Id. at § 2713(a)(2) & (b)(2); 25 

C.F.R. Pts. 584 & 585. 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
4 All management contracts are site-specific because they involve management of a 
gaming operation or part thereof on a specific parcel of land. See 25 U.S.C. § 
2711(a)(1); 25 C.F.R. § 533.3(h) (all management contracts must have “[a] legal 
description for the site on which the gaming operation to be managed is, or will be, 
located”). 
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2. The opinion letter does not determine rights or obligations, 
nor is it one from which legal consequences flow 

The opinion letter also fails to meet Bennett’s second criteria for final agency 

action because it does not determine rights or obligations and is not one from which 

legal consequences will flow. The opinion letter has no binding effect on the NIGC, 

much less the State. The NIGC and its Commissioners are free to disagree with the 

opinion and reach a contrary conclusion with respect to a site-specific gaming 

ordinance or a management contract. The NIGC also remains free to bring an 

enforcement action against Quapaw if and when the Tribe chooses to game on its 

Kansas land, should the NIGC Chairman determine that the Kansas trust land is 

ineligible for gaming under IGRA. 25 U.S.C. §§ 2703(4), 2719. 

The State asserts that “substantial legal consequences have flowed from the 

letter,” to wit, Quapaw “sued the State [in January 2016] to enforce its purported right 

to engage in (and the State’s purported obligation to allow) Class III gaming on the 

Kansas land.” Br. 17. However, the State fails to mention that its sovereign immunity 

insulates it from the Quapaw’s suit and that the Quapaw’s suit was in fact promptly 

dismissed on March 3, 2016, based on the State’s assertion of sovereign immunity. See 

Federal Appellees’ Motion to Take Judicial Notice, filed July 29, 2016; see also Michigan 

v. Bay Mills Indian Community, 134 S. Ct. at 2035 (a tribe cannot sue to enforce a State’s 

duty to negotiate a compact in good faith); Seminole Tribe of Fla. v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 

47 (1996) (holding a State immune from such suits). Furthermore, the Acting General 
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Counsel’s opinion letter did not compel Quapaw to file a lawsuit against the State. 

And Quapaw could have filed the suit against the State in the absence of the Acting 

General Counsel’s opinion letter. Significantly, Quapaw was in no way legally required 

to request or to obtain the opinion letter – it could have proceeded with any course of 

action on its trust land in Kansas, including gaming in compliance with other 

requirements of federal law, in the absence of the NIGC Acting General Counsel’s 

opinion. Even assuming that the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter influenced 

Quapaw’s decision to file the lawsuit against the State, that is not a legal consequence 

that satisfies criteria for final agency action. See Crosby Lodge, Inc. v. National Indian 

Gaming Comm’n, No. 3:06-cv-00657, (D. Nev.) (Dec. 3, 2008), 2008 WL 5111036 

(unpublished opinion) (even assuming the NIGC’s General Counsel’s letter 

influenced the tribe’s decision to enforce a regulation against a business licensed to 

operate gaming on its reservation, an advisory opinion of the NIGC’s General 

Counsel has no legal effect and is not a final agency decision).  

And before class III gaming may commence on the property, the Secretary of 

the Interior would have to approve a Tribal-State compact governing gaming on 

Indian lands.5 See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d). Contrary to the State’s suggestion, the Acting 

General Counsel’s opinion letter does not determine rights or impose an obligation 
                                                 
5 Kansas law authorizes others to conduct class III gaming –in fact, Kansas law 
authorizes the State to own and operate casinos – and therefore that prerequisite to 
class III gaming is satisfied. 
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on the State to negotiate a gaming compact with Quapaw. Rather, it is the statute that 

imposes an obligation on the State to negotiate a gaming compact in good faith with 

Quapaw and this obligation exists irrespective of the Acting General Counsel’s 

opinion letter. See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(3)(A). The Acting General Counsel’s letter does 

not alter the legal regime or the legal obligations of the State. The State’s rights and 

obligations remain the same as before the opinion letter was sent, and remain the 

same as if no letter had been issued at all. Where “the practical effect of the agency 

action is not a certain change in the legal obligations of a party, the action is non-final 

for the purpose of judicial review.” Nat’l Ass’n of Home Builders v. Norton, 415 F.3d 8, 

16 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (no final agency action where party’s liability remained exactly as it 

was before the action). 

The State expresses concern (Br. 14, 31-32, 35) that if it refuses to negotiate 

with Quapaw concerning a Tribal-State compact, then the Secretary may, at Quapaw’s 

request, issue class III gaming procedures pursuant to 25 C.F.R. Pt. 291. But the 

Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter did not, as the State suggests, “enable[]” (Br. 

14) Quapaw to take steps to authorize class III gaming under 25 C.F.R. Pt. 291. An 

advisory opinion letter from the Acting General Counsel or NIGC is not one of the 

prerequisites for Quapaw to request that the Secretary issue class III gaming 

procedures. See 25 C.F.R. § 291.3 (listing steps a tribe must take before requesting the 

Secretary to issue class III gaming procedures). Quapaw was free to undertake the 

prerequisites to making a request under 25 C.F.R. §291.3 in the absence of the Acting 
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General Counsel’s opinion letter. Quapaw could also undertake these steps if the 

letter had opined that the Kansas land was not eligible for gaming. Just as the NIGC 

is not bound by the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter, neither is the Secretary 

of the Interior bound by it.  

Contrary to the State’s suggestion (Br. 33), Kansas v. United States, 249 F.3d 1213 

(10th Cir. 2001), does not support their position. In that case, the State challenged an 

NIGC determination that a tract was Indian land, but that determination was made in 

the NIGC’s final agency decision approving a gaming management contract. NIGC’s 

approval of the management contract is a final reviewable agency decision under 25 

U.S.C. § 2714. See Kansas, 249 F.3d at 1222, 1224. The State cites (Br. 33) a statement 

in Kansas that “[t]he NIGC’s determination” that the tract in question “constitutes 

‘Indian lands’ within the meaning of IGRA, if upheld, inevitably will lead to Indian 

gaming on the tract.” Kansas, 249 F.3d at 1223. However, this statement was made in 

the context of the Court holding that the State had zone-of-interest standing to 

challenge NIGC’s final agency decision, and had nothing to do with whether the 

decision was reviewable final agency action. Furthermore, contrary to the State’s 

suggestion (Br. 33), gaming is not the inevitable legal consequence of the Acting 

General Counsel’s opinion letter. As explained above, Quapaw faces the same choices 

it had before the letter was sent and the same choices it would have if the letter had 

never issued or had opined differently. 
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In sum, the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter does not meet either 

Bennett criteria and therefore is not final agency action reviewable under the APA. The 

opinion letter is not a final determination of the agency and it has no binding effect. 

The opinion letter is just that – an opinion stated in correspondence to Quapaw.  

3. The Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter here is not 
comparable to the biological opinion at issue in Bennett 

Quoting Bennett, the State asserts the NIGC’s legal opinion was “more like a 

‘final and binding determination’ than a ‘tentative recommendation.’” Br. 31, quoting 

Bennett, 520 U.S. at 178. But the opinion letter here is not analogous to the biological 

opinion at issue in Bennett. The agency defendant in Bennett, the Fish and Wildlife 

Service, was required by the Endangered Species Act to issue the biological opinion, 

see 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536(a)(7)(2) & (b). The biological opinion in Bennett concluded that 

proposed operations of a federal water management project would jeopardize the 

continued existence of listed species and, as contemplated by 16 U.S.C.  

§ 1536(b)(3)(A), the biological opinion set forth a reasonable and prudent alternative 

that would avoid jeopardy, an incidental take statement that shields the action agency 

from liability for take of endangered species, and the terms and conditions that must 

be complied with by the federal action agency managing the project. 16 U.S.C.  

§ 1536(b)(4); Bennett, 520 U.S. at 157-58.  

In Bennett, it was uncontested that the biological opinion constituted the 

consummation of the Fish and Wildlife Service’s decision-making process. Bennett, 520 
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U.S. at 178. The only question was whether the biological opinion met the second 

criteria that it determine rights or obligations or be an action from which legal 

consequences will flow. The Supreme Court held that the biological opinion and 

accompanying incidental take statement met this criteria because they “alter the legal 

regime to which the action agency is subject, authorizing it to take the endangered 

species if (but only if) it complies with the prescribed conditions.” Id. at 178; see also id. 

at 170 (incidental take statement constitutes a permit to take species and while the 

action agency is technically free to disregard the biological opinion, it does so at the 

peril of substantial civil and criminal penalties if a take of species occurs). The Acting 

General Counsel’s opinion letter is not comparable to the biological opinion and 

incidental statement at issue in Bennett because the Acting General Counsel’s opinion 

does not alter the legal regime. 

D. The great weight of cases addressing opinion letters related to 
IGRA support the conclusion that the Acting General Counsel’s 
opinion letter is not reviewable final agency action 

The conclusion that the Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is not 

reviewable final agency action is supported by the great weight of judicial authority. 

As explained above, this Court held in Hobia that an Indian lands opinion letter signed 

by NIGC’s Chairwoman did not constitute final agency action. See Hobia, 775 F.3d at 

1210; supra at 14-16. The Ninth and Second Circuits too have recognized that opinion 

letters from the NIGC Chairman or General Counsel are not final agency actions. See 

AT & T Corp. v. Coeur D’Alene Tribe, 295 F.3d 899, 905 n.7 (9th Cir. 2002) (“Our 
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opinion in no way relies on the [Chairman’s] letter as a final agency action – 

something it clearly is not.”); see also id. at 911-912 (Gould, J., concurring in part and 

dissenting in part) (Chairman’s letter is not final agency action); U.S. ex rel. Saint Regis 

Mohawk Tribe v. President R.C.-St. Regis Management Co., 451 F.3d 44, 49 (2d Cir. 2006) 

(Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter does not constitute final agency action under 

the Bennett test and is not a decision by the Commission that IGRA § 2714 provides 

may be reviewed). No court of appeals has held that an opinion letter signed by 

NIGC’s General Counsel (or by the NIGC Chairman) is a final agency action. 

This Court similarly held in Miami Tribe of Oklahoma, 198 Fed. Appx. at 690, 

that an opinion letter from the Department of the Interior concluding that the tribe 

could not regain sovereignty over a tract of land without congressional action did not 

constitute reviewable final agency action.6 In so holding, Miami Tribe cited 25 U.S.C. § 

2714 for what constitutes final agency action. Miami Tribe, 198 Fed. Appx. at 690. 

Miami Tribe also explained that the Interior opinion letter “is not the final product of 

agency deliberation regarding the Tribe’s jurisdiction” over the land, and “does not 

have a direct or immediate impact.” Id.  

In addition to the district court’s decision in this case, several other district 

courts have held that an opinion letter from NIGC’s General Counsel is not 

reviewable final agency action. See, e.g., Cheyenne-Arapaho Gaming Comm’n, 214 F. 
                                                 
6 Although unpublished decisions are not precedential, they “may be cited for their 
persuasive value.” Tenth Cir. Rule 32.1 
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Supp.2d at 1168; Lac Vieux Desert Band, 360 F.Supp.2d at 67; Wyandotte Nation v. 

NIGC, 437 F. Supp.2d 1193, 1201 (D. Kan. 2006) (describing prior litigation over a 

March 2004 opinion letter from NIGC’s General Counsel analyzing whether a tribe 

could lawfully game on a tract of land in Kansas, and the court’s dismissal of that 

case); Crosby Lodge, 2008 WL 5111036 (letters from NIGC’s General Counsel are not 

final agency actions). 

There is only one outlier – a District Court in the Eastern District of 

Oklahoma issued an unpublished opinion concluding that a letter signed by NIGC’s 

General Counsel concluding that property was not Indian land was reviewable final 

agency action. See United Keetoowah Band v. Okla., Case No. 04-cv-340 (E.D. Okla. Jan. 

26, 2006) (slip op. included in the Addendum to the State’s brief at B-111-125). But 

United Keetoowah Band is distinguishable from the present case and, in any event, is at 

odds with the decisions cited above. In Keetoowah Band, the district court concluded 

that the General Counsel’s determination was “on behalf of the NIGC” as evidenced 

by the use of the collective “‘we conclude’” and “‘our conclusion’” in the letter. Id. at 

7 n.5 (B-117). Moreover, the NIGC treated the letter as final and subsequently took 

concrete action (e.g., the NIGC ceased regulating the gaming operations) consistent 

with the opinion. Id. at 8 (B-118). By contrast, here the Acting General Counsel’s 

opinion letter expressly states that it is not a final agency action and the State has not 

alleged that NIGC or any Commissioners have taken any subsequent action with 

respect to the Quapaw’s land in Kansas. 
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Moreover, the court’s reasoning in Ketoowah Band that 25 U.S.C. § 2714 does 

not limit the actions subject to judicial review, slip op. at 6 (B-116), is inconsistent 

with this Court’s subsequent decision in Hobia, as well as other cases discussed above. 

And the conclusion in Ketoowah Band that a letter signed by the General Counsel meets 

criteria for final agency action within the meaning of the APA is at odds with the 

weight of judicial authority holding that opinion letters by agency counsel are not final 

agency actions. 

E. The district court correctly dismissed the State’s claim challenging 
25 C.F.R. § 292.4 

The district court correctly held that a facial challenge to Interior’s regulation 

interpreting the last recognized reservation exception, 25 C.F.R. § 292.4, is barred by 

the applicable six-year statute of limitations, 28 U.S.C. § 2401(a). Interior adopted  

25 C.F.R. § 292.4 in May 2008 and the State filed this suit challenging the regulation 

over six years later, in March 2015. On appeal, the State does not challenge the district 

court’s holding that the State’s facial challenge to the regulation is barred, but asserts 

that it has a viable as-applied challenge to the regulation. Br. 37.  

To the contrary, as the district court correctly held, in the absence of a final 

agency action applying the regulation, the State cannot assert a viable as-applied 

challenge to Interior’s regulation. Aplt. App. 592-93. The State’s opening brief does 

not appear to dispute the proposition that an as-applied challenge must rest on a final 

agency action. The State only argues that the district court erred in concluding that the 
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Acting General Counsel’s opinion letter is not reviewable final agency action. Br. 36-

37. For the reasons explained above, the State’s contention is incorrect. The opinion 

letter is not reviewable final agency action. 
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CONCLUSION 

The district court’s judgment should be affirmed. 
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STATEMENT RESPECTING ORAL ARGUMENT 

The federal appellees concur in the State’s request for oral argument. Oral 

argument may aid the Court’s understanding of the statutory and legal framework. 
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